CLEAN&MOVE CUBE
CUBE
Mobile coin laundry: 3,5m. long, covered glass walls public area, open side walking way.
Two available versions:
HPL CUBE
Equipped with 3 columns Heavy Professional: HPW-10 TOUCH II HW V washer + HPD-10 M E stacked
dryer. They operate with mechanical coiners (1euro coins).
DHS CUBE
Equipped with an 18kg industrial washer DHS-18 TOUCH II HW and dryer DTT-18 E, and a Heavy Prof.
washer HPW-10 TOUCH II HW V. They operate with mechanical coiners (1euro coins).

HPL CUBE

DHS CUBE

OPTIONS

- Gas bottles cupboard for dryers.
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Modular structure made in iron S275JR, with pickling, metallization and finishing treatment.
External coverage in a 40 mm sandwich panel and waterproofing PVC membrane. The facade cladding is in
galvanized sheet metal with Domus lacquered finish. All fixings and accessories necessary to guarantee the
quality of the assembly are included.

BACK SIDE - MACHINES
Fully installed and tested machines, the connection installations are Plug and Play.
The interior installation is prepared for easy access, with approved electrical panel and installation in sight,
protected, easy to interpret. The hot and cold water installation works with separate taps to facilitate
disconnection. Boiler already installed. The fumes outlet of the dryer is located at the top, with a hat. The
module is mounted on the same floor where it has to be installed, which facilitates the installation of drain
outlets.

FRONT PUBLIC SIDE
5 + 5 laminated transparent glass cladding fixed with carpentry. Viroc panel treated flooring.
Electrical installation with led light and folding table with a stool to sit.
Opening on one side for entry to this always open area.

TRANSPORT
• Crane recommended for unloading. Eyebolts included.
• No towing required. A truck with a load capacity of 8 meters can be used for the 3,5m. module, room,
glasses and gas cupboard.
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